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pace
Sears and Shaw, Essay and general literature index	...»	27
Ayer's Directory of newspapers	.	18
DEBATES
Reference shelf	....	.	28
Handbook series (either set or selected volumes)	.	28
ENCYCLOPEDIAS
There is at present (1935) no one encyclopedia in English that is at once so
well to date and so unquestionably superior to other \vorks in the field tbat it is
an obvious first purchase for different types of libraries Several of the standard
works in this class have now been published long enough for secondhand, or
reduced-price, copies to be available if a library vail take the time and trouble to
hunt for such A secondhand copy that was so used as to need rebinding would
not be a good purchase, but used copies that are technically secondhand though
practically almost new are sometimes available because pr^ate incliudaals who
bought the work \dien it \\as first on the market ha\e not been able to keep it and
have disposed of it either through sale to a dealer or return to the publisher Under
present conditions a wise expendituie of money in this field would be for a 1 brarv
to decide what ones of the standard encyclopedias listed on p 41-44 it could \\ell
use in its work and then see whether, by judicious a shopping around'5 for used
copies in good condition, it could not buy used copies of two or eien three of these
works for approximately \\hat one \\ ould cost at full published price
DICTIONARIES
PAGE
Webster's New international dictionary          .	53
Roget's Thesaurus                          ......	58
Mansion's standard French and English dictionary	..             67
Muret-Sanders' German and English dictionary	,     70-71
Velazquez' Spanish and English dictionary .			82
Harper's Latin dictionary         		• •             76
Liddell and Scott's Greek dictionary        ...	.                           72
Hoare's Italian and English dictionary, 2d ed   (or, Hoare's Short Italian
dictionary)                             		•                    - -             75
PHILOSOPHY
Baldwin's Dictionary of philosophy and psychology	....	87
RELIGION
Encyclopedia of religion and ethics (Hastings)    .	..	89
Strong's Bible concordance		.	...	94
Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible    .....	95

